Whether we write fiction or nonfiction, articles or books, we are called to “Write His Answer” to those issues Dennis Rainey says “cause us to pound the table and weep.” The faculty teaching the workshops in our “Issues” track will give a brief introduction and challenge.

As communicators for Christ, it’s imperative we understand Christianity is not for the religious. We must know the Good News is not about trying to be good but being supernaturally transformed. Bill’s books and videos have sold over 8 million copies and won over 70 awards. Not bad for a man who never wanted to be a writer!

Regardless of your genre or target audience, how you handle God’s Word influences what you write and how you write. Ava is the author of Daily Reflections on the Names of God published by Revell and endorsed by Kay Arthur. She is also a Bible Study Fellowship (BSF) teacher. She will share how to dig deep into God’s Word, lay a strong foundation, and build high…in your writing and in life.

If you have published a book traditionally or indie, this is your night to give glory to God and to encourage those who have not YET gotten their book in print. Be prepared to share what readers will gain from your book and one thing you have learned. Darcie Gudger will address the question of how to keep going when your friends are getting contracts and hitting best-seller lists while you languish in rejections or...silence.

Do you doubt the gifting God has placed within you? You can be loosed from the doubt, fear, and unbelief many writers face today because of what they have been told, what they believe, and what they acknowledge! But God... He has brought you to the birthing table. Receive the PUSH you need to bring forth what He has placed within you.